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Abstract
It is shown that single- and two-nucleon separation energies can be parametrized in a new way using the neutron to proton
ratio N/Z and the mass number A. Very simple empirical formulas have been achieved using a least squares fit to all available
experimental data. As an example, the resulting neutron separation energies are compared to results from several mass formulas
currently in use.
 2001 Elsevier Science B.V.
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The single- and two-nucleon separation energies are
fundamental properties of the atomic nucleus. Espe-
cially the neutron separation energy Sn plays an im-
portant role in nuclear structure (e.g., in the behavior
of skin and halo nuclei [1]) as in nuclear astrophysics
(e.g., for the rapid neutron capture process [2]).
The separation energies are usually derived from
mass formulas by calculating mass differences or
the corresponding differences in the binding ener-
gies B(A,Z) (see, e.g., [3]). Although there has been
great progress since the original mass formula in the
framework of the liquid drop model, presented by
Weizsäcker in 1935 [4], present day formulas depend
typically on many parameters and often involve exten-
sive theoretical calculations ([5–10], for an overview
see [11]), and therefore a possible dominant depen-
dence on simple physical quantities (e.g., N/Z and
A=N +Z) is no longer transparent. In addition, the
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extrapolations from the various formulas differ sig-
nificantly for nuclei close to the driplines (see, e.g.,
Figs. 15–19 of Ref. [11]).
Because of that, simple empirical formulas or plots
of isotopic and isotonic separation energy systemat-
ics are often investigated for studies of nuclear struc-
ture [12] or the extrapolation of unmeasured nuclear
masses [13,14] and separation energies [15].
In this Letter we develop a very simple empirical
formula for Sn(N/Z,A), whose agreement with the
experimental data is quite good and that is well
suited for extrapolations in shell regions where some
experimental data already exist. In addition, we show
that formulas of the same type hold also for the two-
neutron separation energy S2n and the single- and two-
proton separation energies Sp and S2p.
For the construction of the Sn formula we start
by plotting the neutron separation energy versus the
neutron to proton ratio N/Z. (See the upper left panel
of Fig. 1 for all nuclei with even neutron number N
from the 1995 compilation of Audi and Wapstra [14],
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Fig. 1. Single- and two-nucleon separation energies Sn,p,2n,2p as a function of the neutron to proton ratio N/Z (Z/N for Sp,2p). The upper
panels show all single-nucleon separation energy data points (experimental and systematic) with even neutron number N (Z for Sp) from
Ref. [14]. The lower panels show all data points for two-nucleon separation energies from Ref. [14]. The single- and two-proton separation
energies have been corrected by the Coulomb term of Eq. (5).
including those determined by experiments and also
those derived from systematic trends.) Already at first
glance a striking correlation between Sn and N/Z can
be seen. This can be parametrized in a formula of the
type:
(1)Sn = a · (N/Z)−1 + b,
where the parameters a and b might depend from
a second variable (here the mass number A). For
a precise calculation of Sn, pairing effects have to be
considered. Therefore we added a pairing term of the
form usually found in Weizsäcker-type formulas [16]:
(2)δpair =
{+apair/A1/2, N even,
−apair/A1/2, N odd.
In Fig. 2 we plot Sn versus the mass number A for the
same nuclei as above. One can see clearly gaps in this
plot, resulting from shell closures at the magic neutron
numbers 28, 50, 82, and 126. Since it is our aim to
show that Sn depends on the basic parameters A and
N/Z in a rather simple way, we decided to account
for the shell effects by simply subtracting a constant
energy ashell at each of the above shell gaps, leading
to a shell correction term δshell(N) = ashell · n(N),
where n is given in Table 1. This simple approach
is sufficient in accounting for the main part of the
shell correction, the discontinuity at the magic neutron
numbers. It is questionable though, how good this
simple shell correction works for extremely neutron
rich or deficient or super heavy nuclei, since the shell
effects will change in these exotic regions of the chart
of nuclides (see [17] and references therein).
The lines in Fig. 2 connect points with equal N/Z.
Those lines show the general trend of Sn to increase
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Fig. 2. Neutron separation energies Sn as a function of the mass
number A for all 1410 nuclei with even N taken from Ref. [14].
The lines connect nuclei with constant ratio N/Z.
Table 1
Values of the shell term coefficient n for different regions of the neu-
tron number N (Z for the proton separation energies). Explanation
see text
N,Z 1–28 29–50 51–82 83–126 127+
n 0 1 2 3 4
slightly with increasing mass numberA. This suggests
that the parameters a and b from Eq. (1) can be
approximated by polynomials of the form a1+a2 ·Ax .
Tests with different polynomials showed that a good fit
is achieved with a = a1 + a2 ·A1/3 and b= constant.
The above assumptions eventually lead to our gen-
eral formula:
Sn =
(
a1 + a2 ·A1/3
) · (N/Z)−1 − a3 + δpair − δshell
(3)
with constant parameters ai for all nuclei. The parame-
ters a1, a2, a3, apair, and ashell have been determined
using a least squares fit to the measured Sn data of the
1995 compilation of Audi and Wapstra [14]. Here we
omitted all data points which have not been measured
but instead been derived from systematic trends and all
nuclei with A 40. The experimental errors of the in-
put data have not been incorporated in the least squares
fit, so that all data points were weighted equally, as is
the usual procedure for adjustments of mass formula
parameters (see Ref. [18]). This is reasonable if the
experimental errors are significantly smaller than the
root mean square deviation of the theoretical model
Table 2
Parameters for our empirical Sn,2n,p,2p formulas (Eqs. (3) and (4)),
obtained by a least squares fit to all measured separation energies of
the corresponding type from [14] with A> 40. The two last columns
show the root mean square (rms) and average (av) deviation of the
respective formula from the corresponding experimental data
a1 a2 a3 aCoulomb apair ashell rms av
(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (keV) (keV)
Sn 6.29 3.43 5.85 – 10.59 1.51 423 327
S2n 13.92 6.68 11.81 – – 1.50 612 456
Sp 13.83 0.64 3.56 0.98 12.14 1.32 461 348
S2p 29.32 0.98 6.99 1.93 – 1.35 665 493
Table 3
Comparison of the results of Sn calculated by our formula with
the corresponding results of Sn derived from several mass formulas
currently in use. The table contains the deviations of the respective
results from the available 1447 experimental data points of Audi
and Wapstra [14] with A > 40. Given are rms (root mean square)
deviation, average deviation and average relative deviation
Formula rms (keV) Sn (keV) Sn/Sn
This work 423 327 4.60%
ETFSI-2 [9] 444 354 5.00%
FRDM [3,6] 352 249 3.59%
HFBCS-1 [8,10] 396 308 4.33%
Weizsäcker [4]a 723 579 8.17%
a The form of the Weizsäcker mass formula has been taken
from [16], the parameters have been fitted to the same data set as
our formula.
(see discussion in Ref. [18]), which is here fulfilled
for almost all data points. The resulting parameters are
shown in Table 2.
In Table 3 we present the deviations of the neutron
separation energies calculated by our formula from the
1447 experimental data points from [14]. In addition,
we give the corresponding deviations for neutron
separation energies calculated by the Weizsäcker mass
formula (in the form given in Ref. [16]), and several
of the most successful mass formulas currently in use.
Given are the root mean square deviation (rms), the
average absolute deviation and the average relative
deviation. Our average relative deviation of 4.6% and
the rms deviation of 423 keV are amazingly small for
such a simple parametrization.
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Fig. 1 illustrates that all single- and two-nucleon
separation energies show a similar behavior, so that
similar formulas should hold for S2n,p,2p. In addition,
it can be seen that the plots of the separation energies
show significant discontinuities at N = Z, which is
usually accounted for by the well-known Wigner term
(see [19] and references therein).
For the parametrization of the two-neutron sepa-
ration energy S2n, the pairing term of Eq. (3) is not
needed, so that an even simpler formula holds:
S2n =
(
a1 + a2 ·A1/3
) · (N/Z)−1 − a3
(4)− δshell(N)− δshell(N − 1).
For the single- and two-proton separation energies Sp
and S2p Eqs. (3) and (4) hold in principle correspond-
ingly, but N and Z have to be exchanged and an ad-
ditional Coulomb term is needed. Since the Coulomb
energy term in mass formulas usually is proportional
to Z2/A1/3 (see, e.g., [16]), this term is in good ap-
proximation proportional to Z/A1/3:
(5)δCoulomb =−aCoulomb ·Z/A1/3.
The parameters and the deviations from the experi-
mental data for all four formulas are given in Table 2.
The fact that all single- and two-nucleon separation
energies show a similar N/Z dependence suggests
an underlying physical reason for this dependence.
It is well-known that separation energies of isotopic
and isotonic nuclei of a given parity type (even–even,
even–odd, odd–even, or odd–odd) follow linear sys-
tematics within each shell region if plotted against N
and Z, respectively [12,20]. Recently, Streletz et al.
presented a simple correlation scheme exploiting this
dependence [15]. Later, Zeldes has demonstrated that
this effect can be derived from the approximate major
shell lowest seniority (AMSLS) mass equation [20],
that is based on shell structure calculations. For nuclei
of a given parity type the expression for the nuclear en-
ergy resulting from this mass equation can be written
as (Eq. (14) of Ref. [21]):
E(n,p)=E0 +Enn+Epp
(6)+ 1
2
(
Ennn
2 + 2Enpnp+Eppp2
)
,
where n and p are the numbers of valence neutrons
and protons, and E0,n,p,nn,pp,np are approximately
constants for each major shell region (here the N,Z
regions 21–28, 29–50, 51–82, 83–126, and 127+).
Calculation of the neutron separation energy from this
equation leads to:
Sn =E(n− 1,p)−E(n,p)
(7)=−Enpp−Ennn+
(
1
2
Enn −En
)
= (Enn −Enp) A1+N/Z −EnnA
(8)+
(
Enn
2
−En +EnpZm +EnnNm
)
,
where Nm,Zm are the next lower magic neutron
and proton numbers, and Enp < 0. While Eq. (7) is
basically the correlation scheme of [15], Eq. (8) shows
a N/Z dependence that is similar to our formula
and can be seen as a new isobaric separation energy
systematic. It has to be stressed that Eqs. (7) and (8)
describe only the local behavior of the separation
energies, while our formula Eq. (3) gives a good global
description with constant parameters for all nuclei.
Finally, we will briefly discuss the question of
extrapolability. For an estimate of the extrapolability
of our formula we adjusted the parameters of Eq. (3) to
an older data set of Audi and Wapstra from 1988 [22],
which contained only 1294 experimentally determined
neutron separation energies with A > 40. Then we
calculated Sn with these parameters for the 186 new
nuclei with A> 40 in the 1995 evaluation [14]. Since
the FRDM mass formula has been fitted to a slightly
extended version of the 1988 mass table (see [6]
for details), we are able to compare the precision of
our extrapolations for the new nuclei to those of the
FRDM formula. The rms and average deviations from
the experimental data for the 1294 old and the 186 new
nuclei as well as the ratio of rms error between new
and old nuclei are given in Table 4. The errors of our
formula are larger than the errors of the FRDM, which
contains a larger number of adjustable parameters.
Since local separation energy systematics are of-
ten used for extrapolations ([13,15]) in shell regions
where some experimental data is available, we decided
to compare the precision of the extrapolations of our
formula and Eq. (7). For that purpose we adjusted the
parameters of Eq. (7) and our formula separately for
nuclei of each parity type and each combination of ma-
jor neutron and proton shells (with N,Z > 20) to the
1988 mass table [22]. We omitted each region with less
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Table 4
Comparison of the extrapolability of our formula Eq. (3), the FRDM mass formula [6], and the correlation scheme of Streletz et al. [15]. The
parameters of our formula have been fitted to the experimental data points with A > 40 from the 1988 Evaluation of Audi and Wapstra [22]
(first line) and separately for each combination of full major shell regions and each parity type (even–even, even–odd, odd–even, and odd–odd),
but without pairing and shell terms (third line). The values in brackets are the numbers of separation energies which can be predicted by the
respective formula. Details see text
1988 nuclei (1294) 1995 new nuclei (186) rms ratio
rms av Number of nuclei rms av Number of nuclei
(keV) (keV) (keV) (keV)
This work (Eq. (3)) 423 326 (1294) 515 419 (186) 1.22
FRDM [3] 338 238 (1294) 440 324 (186) 1.30
This work (local fit) 283 212 (1248) 365 289 (171) 1.29
Correlation scheme (Eq. (7)) 314 233 (1248) 459 348 (171) 1.46
than 6 experimentally known separation energies of
nuclei with the respective parity type and for our for-
mula we omitted the terms δpair and δshell, so that only
three parameters remained for both formulas. Then we
calculated as many of the 186 new neutron separation
energies as possible with both formulas. The results in
Table 4 show that the errors in the extrapolated region
for our formula are significantly smaller than those of
Eq. (7). It has to be noted that the authors of Ref. [15]
proposed to fit their correlation scheme separately to
each combination of half-major proton and neutron
shells. This method results in a rms error of 363 keV
for the region of new nuclei. However, only 114 of the
186 new separation energies can be extrapolated this
way, because there are not enough data points in the
corresponding half-major shell regions for the others.
In summary, we have shown that all single- and
two-nucleon separation energies exhibit a similar N/Z
behavior. We derived very simple empirical formulas
that are able to reproduce the available experimental
data with amazing accuracy. We have demonstrated
that our global formula Eq. (3) has a similar structure
as a local isobaric separation energy systematic that
can be deduced from the AMSLS mass equation.
While our formula describes the local separation
energy behavior equally well as the known linear
isotonic and isotopic systematics (see Table 4, lines 3
and 4), it also gives an accurate description of global
trends with constant parameters for all nuclei (see
Table 4, line 1). We therefore conclude that our
formulas might be useful extensions for extrapolations
based on systematic trends (see, e.g., Ref. [13]).
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